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Abstract We discuss the associated cc̄ and bb̄ quark pairs
production in the double-parton scattering (DPS) process
in ultraperipheral (UPCs) AA collisions. We derive an ana-
logue of the inclusive DPS pocket formula and the photon-
energy dependent effective cross section considering an over-
lap between the hard SPS scatterings. We provide numerical
predictions for the DPS cross sections for the cc̄bb̄ produc-
tion process at the typical energies of AA UPCs at the LHC
and FCC colliders and also characterize the A dependence
of the total UPC DPS cross section.

1 Introduction

The double- or, generally, multi-parton interaction (MPI)
processes become increasingly important in hadron-hadron
and especially nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energies.
In particular, the ratio of probabilities of the double-parton
scattering (DPS) to single-parton scattering (SPS) grows in
energy [1–3] and cannot be neglected already at the LHC. In
connection to the LHC measurements, a significant amount
of work, both experimental and theoretical, has been done in
analysis of MPI contributions to hadroproduction reactions
with many different final states, see e.g. Refs. [4–12] and ref-
erences therein. Most common examples with a significant
DPS effect include meson pairs [10], four identified jets [11]
or leptons [12] etc. In fact, the MPIs are naturally accounted
for in most commonly used event generators [3,13].

From theoretical viewpoint, the DPS processes are con-
nected to yet poorly known double-parton distribution func-
tions (dPDFs) which are of a predominantly non-perturbative
QCD origin and remain highly uncertain (for a detailed
review on the theoretical basis of dPDFs, see e.g. Ref. [14]
and references therein). These objects represent number den-
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sities of correlated pairs of two colored partons (quark and
gluons) in the proton or a nucleus carrying longitudinal
momentum fractions x1 and x2 that are found at a partic-
ular transverse relative separation b between subsequent two
hard scatterings [15]. While the first-principle calculations of
dPDFs with non-perturbative parton correlations are yet not
feasible theoretically, several models attempting to capture
the most relevant dPDFs properties are being advised in the
literature, see e.g. Refs. [8,9,16–18].

Relevant phenomenological information about dynamics
of dPDFs is contained in a measurable quantity known as
effective cross section, σeff that is being extensively stud-
ied in various particle production channels [11,12,19–25]).
Among the final states, such processes as the associated dou-
ble open heavy flavor production and heavy flavor production
in association with jets are typically considered as a powerful
toolkit for probing the DPS dynamics, see its earlier studies
in non-peripheral collisions in Refs. [10,21,26–29]

In our earlier analysis of Ref. [30] we performed a first
study of double open heavy flavor production, specifically,
in high-energy ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) focusing
on the cc̄bb̄ final states produced off the proton target.
An enhanced double-photon flux coming from the incident
nucleon has been considered as a probe for the double-gluon
density in the proton. Among the advantages of using the pA
and AA UPCs compared to more standard central pp colli-
sions for probing the MPIs are a relatively low QCD back-
ground provided by tagging on the final-state nucleus and
a strongly enhanced quasi-real Weiszäcker–Williams (WW)
photon flux [31,32] in the incident nucleus, with a rather
broad photon spectrum.

As usual, the effective cross section in this case corre-
sponds to an effective transverse overlap area between hard
single-parton scatterings and is conventionally defined as a
ratio between the product of SPS cross sections, σ cc̄

SPS and

σ bb̄
SPS, over the production cross section going via the DPS
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mechanism, σ cc̄bb̄
DPS , such that

σeff = σ cc̄
SPSσ bb̄

SPS

σ cc̄bb̄
DPS

, (1)

Under an approximation when the effective cross section
is not dependent on the kinematics of the underlined pro-
cess and is considered as a constant geometrical factor, Eq.
(1) is known as the “pocket formula”. Switching from the
two-gluon initial state to the two-photon one coming from
the initial nucleus, it was shown in Ref. [30] that the effec-
tive cross section becomes significantly larger than for four-
parton initial state and amounts to, roughly, a few dozens
of barns. Besides, due to a wide-spread photon distribution,
σeff strongly depends on the photon longitudinal momentum
fraction such that a naive multiplication of SPS cross sections
in Eq. (1) does not apply any longer and one has to perform
a convolution in the photon momentum fraction.

In the current study, we consider the same type of pro-
cess as an efficient probe for the double-gluon density in
the target nucleus at small-x and compute the corresponding
DPS contribution to the observables at different energies. For
this purpose, we extend our previous study [30] to heavy-ion
AA UPCs with the focus of probing the gluon dPDFs in the
A+A → A+(cc̄bb̄)+X reaction by means of double-photon
exchange with another nucleus at large impact parameters.
Particularly, this process represents a novel and clean way
of probing small-x gluon dPDFs in a nucleus competitive to
more standard processes in central collisions.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss
the basics of the SPS contribution to the inclusive differen-
tial cc̄bb̄ production cross section setting up all the necessary
ingredients for the DPS analysis. In Sect. 3, we describe two
distinct contributions to the DPS mechanism of cc̄bb̄ produc-
tion in AA UPCs coming from uncorrelated (on two differ-
ent nucleons) and correlated (on a single nucleon) SPS pro-
cesses. Here, we also derive the generalised UPC pocket for-
mula accounting for both contributions and the correspond-
ing effective cross section. In Sect. 4, we present numerical
results for the effective cross section and for the differential
DPS cross sections for double heavy-quark pair production
in AA UPCs at typical LHC and FCC energies. Finally, basic
conclusions are made in Sect. 5.

2 Single-parton scattering

The kinematics of the considered A+ A → A+ (cc̄bb̄)+ X
process and details of calculations are rather similar to those
in the A + p → A + (cc̄bb̄) + X previously discussed in
Ref. [30]. So, here we only briefly discuss the most crucial
elements of the formalism particularly relevant for the direct
cc̄bb̄ production reaction in AA UPCs.

To start with let us define the photon and gluon longitudi-
nal momentum fractions as follows

ξi = mi,⊥√
s

(eyQi + e
yQ̄i ), xi = mi,⊥√

s
(e−yQi + e

−yQ̄i ),

m2
i,⊥ = m2

Qi
+ p2

i,⊥, (2)

Here, i = 1, 2 correspond to separate hard SPS photon-gluon
fusion γ g → cc̄ and γ g → bb̄ subprocesses, respectively,
such that Q1,2 ≡ c, b, while mi,⊥ and yQi (yQ̄i

) are the
(anti)quark transverse mass and rapidity, respectively.

The cross section for QQ̄-pair production in the SPS AA
UPCs can be represented as a convolution of parton-level
γ + g → QQ̄ subprocess cross section off a given nucleon
in the nucleus target with the spatial nucleon density in the
nucleus given by the so-called nuclear thickness function
ρ(�bp), as well as the gluon distribution in the nucleon, GA

g ,
in the following form1

d2σAA→X A+QQ̄

dyQdyQ̄
=

∫
d2 �bd2 �bγ d

2 �bpd2 �bgdξdx�(b − 2RA)

× δ(2)(�b + �bp + �bg − �bγ )

× Nγ (ξ, �bγ )GA
g (x, �bg)ρ(�bp)

d2σ̂γ g→QQ̄

dyQdyQ̄
,

(3)

d2σ̂γ g→QQ̄

dyQdyQ̄
=

∫
dt̂

dσ̂γ g→QQ̄

dt̂
δ

(
yQ − 1

2
ln

(
ξ

x

û

t̂

))

× δ

(
yQ̄ − 1

2
ln

(
ξ

x

t̂

û

))
, (4)

t̂ = (pQ − pγ )2 − m2
Q = −√

ŝ

(√
ŝ

2
−

√
ŝ

4
− m2

Q − p2⊥
)

, (5)

in terms of the QQ̄ invariant mass squared ŝ, nucleus radius
RA, (quasi-real) WW single-photon flux in the nucleus Nγ ,

d3Nγ (ξ, �b)
dξd2 �b =

√
s

2

Z2αk2

π2ωb2

[
K 2

1 (k) + 1

γ 2 K
2
0 (k)

]
,

k = bω

γ
, ξ = 2ω√

s
, (6)

and the nucleon single-gluon GA
g distribution [33],

GA
g (x, �bg) = A gA(x) fg(�bg),

fg(�b) = �2

2π

�b

2
K1(�b),

∫
d2 �b fg(�b) = 1. (7)

Above, A and Z are the atomic mass and the electric charge
of the nucleus, respectively, K0,1 are the modified Bessel
functions of the second kind, α is the fine structure con-
stant, ω is the exchanged photon energy, γ = √

s/2mp is the

1 We assume for simplicity that the scattered nuclei are the same.
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Lorentz factor defined in terms of the total center-of-mass
(c.m.) energy per nucleon squared, s, and the proton mass
mp = 0.938 GeV. The distribution gA(x) is the collinear
gluon density in the nucleon in a given nucleus A for which
the EPPS16nlo [34] parameterisation has been used (with
the factorisation scale μF = ŝ), fg(�b) is the normalised
spatial gluon density in a nucleon inside the nucleus, the
scale parameter � ≈ 1.5 GeV. In what follows, the thick-
ness function ρ(�bp) has been adopted in the Woods-Saxon
parameterisation [35],

ρ(�bp) = ρ0

∫
dz

1

1 + exp
(√

�b2
p+z2−RA

δ

) ,

∫
d2 �bp ρ(�bp) = 1, (8)

where ρ0 is an overall normalisation, and δ = 0.459 fm with
RA = [1.1A1/3 − 0.65A−1/3] fm to 4 ≤ A ≤ 208. Provided
that the spatial gluon distribution in the nucleon is much
narrower than that of the photon, the SPS cross section (5)
can be conveniently rewritten in terms of the collinear gluon
density as follows

d2σAA→A(QQ̄)X

dyQdyQ̄
=

∫
dξ

∫
dx N γ (ξ) AgA(x)

d2σ̂γ g→QQ̄

dyQdyQ̄

×
∫

d2 �b�(b − 2RA)Tgγ (ξ, �b). (9)

Here, the number distribution of interacting photons averaged
over their transverse positions outside the nucleus target reads

N γ (ξ) =
∫

d2b�(b − RA)Nγ (ξ, �b), (10)

and the overlap function

Tgγ (ξ, �b) = 1

Nγ (ξ)

∫
d2 �bp

∫
d2 �bγ �(bγ − RA)Nγ (ξ, �bγ )

× fg(�bγ − �bp − �b) ρ(�bp), (11)

provides an information about the impact parameter depen-
dence of the matrix element squared.

3 Double-parton scattering

In variance to the proton target case studied earlier in Ref.
[30] and generalizing the pp approach of the Ref. [15], for
the nucleus target there are two distinct contributions to the
DPS UPC cross section

σDPS
AA = σDPS

I + σDPS
II . (12)

The first contribution here corresponds to the situation when
two SPS gluons are taken from two different nucleons in the
nucleus as illustrated in Fig. 1(left), while the second con-
tribution emerges when the two gluons come from a single
nucleon as in Fig. 1(right). In what follows, we neglect any
differences between proton and neutron in the nucleus tar-
get which is an approximation suitable in the high-energy
regime.

3.1 Scattering off different nucleons

The DPS cross section for the first case in Fig. 1(left) can be
represented as a convolution of the parton-level SPS cross
sections [30],

d4σDPS
I

dycdyc̄dybdyb̄

=
∫

d2b�(b − 2RA)

∫
d2 �bγ,1 �(bγ,1 − RA)

×
∫

d2 �bγ,2 �(bγ,2 − RA)

×
∫

dξ1dξ2dx1dx2Nγ γ (ξ1, �bγ,1; ξ2, �bγ,2)

×GA
gg(x1, �bγ,1 − �b; x2, �bγ,2 − �b)d

2σ̂γ g→cc̄

dycdyc̄

d2σ̂γ g→bb̄

dybdyb̄
,

where Nγ γ and GA
gg are the nuclear di-photon and di-gluon

densities, and the impact parameters from the center of
the nucleus for each of the two gluons are �bg,i + �bp,i =
�bγ,i−�b. Following Ref. [30], we neglect possible correlations
between photon and gluon exchanges that belong to separate
SPS subprocesses. Such an approximation implies factorisa-
tion of di-photon NA

γ γ and di-gluon GA
gg densities justified in

the high-energy regime ξ1,2, x1,2 	 1 [4,9,16,36,37],

Nγ γ (ξ1, �bγ,1; ξ2, �bγ,2) = Nγ (ξ1, �bγ,1)Nγ (ξ2, �bγ,2),

GA
gg(x1, �bγ,1 − �b; x2, �bγ,2 − �b) = GA

g (x1, �bγ,1 − �b)GA
g (x2, �bγ,2 − �b)

(13)

where

GA
g (x, �bγ − �b)
=

∫
d2bp G

A
g (x, �bγ − �b − �bp)ρ(�bp). (14)

This equation, together with Eqs. (7) and (11), enables one to
represent the effective cross section that corresponds to the
first contribution in Fig. 1(left) as follows (c.f. Ref. [30])

σ−1
eff,I(ξ1, ξ2) ≡

∫
d2b�(b − 2RA)Tgγ (ξ1, b)Tgγ (ξ2, b),

(15)

such that the nuclear density function enters via Tgγ (ξ1, b), as
defined in Eq. (11). In the UPC kinematics, as usual, the dis-
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Fig. 1 Two distinct contributions to the DPS cross section in AAUPCs.
On the left, the two photons from the projectile interact with two gluons
originating from different nucleons; its contribution to the DPS cross

section is proportional to A − 1 and will be the dominant one for large
A. On the right, the photons interact with gluons from the same nucleon

tance between the nuclear centres �b (i.e. the collision impact
parameter) is integrated out over the region of large b > 2RA.

3.2 Scattering off a single nucleon

Since both gluons interacting with two projectile photons
in the DPS mechanism as depicted in Fig. 1(right) belong
to the same nucleon, there is no factorisation between the
amplitudes for the corresponding SPS processes. In this case,
the inverse effective cross section can be obtained in analogy
to Eq. (15) as an integral over the impact parameter of the
collision �b outside both the nuclei, i.e.

σ−1
eff,II(ξ1, ξ2) ≡

∫
d2b�(b − 2RA)

×
∫

d2bp ρ(�bp) τgγ (ξ1, �bp + �b)τgγ (ξ2, �bp + �b), (16)

where τgγ is the differential inverse overlap function defined
as follows

τgγ (ξ, �bp + �b) = 1

N γ (ξ)

∫
d2bγ �(bγ − RA)Nγ (ξ, �bγ )

× fg(�bγ − �bp − �b) (17)

Indeed, this function depends on the momentum fractions
of the interacting photons ξ1,2. Due to an additional integral
over the nucleon impact parameter �bp w.r.t. to the center of
the nucleus, such dependencies do not factorise, being an
important example of correlations in the two-gluon distribu-
tion.

3.3 Pocket formula

In order to combine the two contributions discussed above
to the resulting DPS cc̄bb̄ production cross section, one has
to make sure that the same nucleon does not interact twice
when considering the first process in Fig. 1(left). Besides, it
is important to take into account that all the nucleons in the
target nucleus participate in the interaction corresponding to

the second process in Fig. 1(right). Requiring that these two
conditions are satisfied simultaneously, we can construct the
generalised pocket formula for the DPS cross section

d2σDPS
AA→A(cc̄bb̄)X

dycdyb

=
∫

dξ1

∫
dξ2

1

σAA
eff (ξ1, ξ2)

d2σSPS
AA→A(cc̄)X

dycdξ1

d2σSPS
AA→A(bb̄)X

dybdξ2
.

(18)

Here, the differential SPS cross sections AA → A(QQ̄)X
for Q = c, b can be found starting from Eq. (5), and effective
cross section is composed of two contributions from each of
the DPS processes discussed above

1

σAA
eff (ξ1, ξ2)

= w1

σeff,I(ξ1, ξ2)
+ w2

σeff,II(ξ1, ξ2)
, (19)

where σeff,I and σeff,II are the effective cross sections for each
process defined in Eqs. (15) and (16), respectively, and the
corresponding weight factors read

w1 = A − 1

A
, w2 = 1

A
(20)

in terms of the atomic mass A. Let us now turn to numerical
results.

4 Numerical results

In the analysis of the DPS cross section of double heavy-
flavor cc̄bb̄ production in AA UPCs, we present the results
for lead-lead nuclei collisions firstly, with A = 208. The lead
nucleus radius is taken to be RA = 5.5 fm, and the charm
and bottom quark masses are mc = 1.4 GeV and mb = 4.75
GeV, respectively. In the case of such a heavy nucleus, more
than 99% of the contribution to this process is due to the
Part-I contribution that probes gluons at different nucleons.
Even for a lighter target, such as the one in a lead–carbon
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Fig. 2 The DPS effective cross section of cc̄bb̄ production in PbPb
UPCs as a function of ξ ≡ √

ξ1ξ2

collision, the part-I contribution to the cross-section is still
above 90%.

The behavior of effective cross section for lead-lead UPCs
constructed above in Eq. (19) is shown in Fig. 2 as a func-
tion of the geometric mean of the two photon momentum
fractions, ξ = √

ξ1ξ2. This plots provides a clear idea of
a typical photon energy but does not represent the typical
number densities of photons outside the given nucleus since
this information has been factorised and absorbed into N γ (ξ)

function.
Similarly to what has been observed earlier in pA UPCs in

Ref. [30], in the case-I depicted in Fig. 1(left) the main con-
tribution to the effective cross section emerges due to config-
urations when each of the two incoming photons “meet” the
gluons inside each of the interacting nucleons. Likewise, in
the case-II shown Fig. 1(right) the effective cross section is
dominated by the configurations where both photons interact

with gluons inside the same nucleon. Indeed, considering the
symmetric configuration ξ1 = ξ2 as a representative exam-
ple, for small ξ the photons rarely overlap and σAA

eff is large,
while for large ξ the photons are accumulated in a shell at
the projectile nucleus periphery.

Clearly, when at some critical ξ value the width of such a
shell becomes narrower than the nucleon radius, the effective
cross section grows again. Therefore, the photons do overlap
for large ξ , but not inside the target nucleus, where most of
the target gluons are located. Interestingly, in the AA UPCs
σAA

eff develops a minimum at several times smaller than in
the pA UPCs case, i.e. at ξ ≈ 0.013. This is due to the fact
that the positions of “active” nucleons are widely distributed
in the target nucleus according to the nuclear density. In the
minimum of σAA

eff , approximately half of the photons outside
the projectile nucleus have bγ � 2RPb, i.e. located at the
distance approximately equal to or smaller than the radius of
the second, target nucleus.

Note, in the considered analysis, to a good approximation,
no dependence of σAA

eff on collision energy or the factorisa-
tion scale is accounted for. In the considered formulation
such an effect is subleading as may potentially only come
from an effect of broadening of the impact parameter distri-
bution of the gluon density at high energies. As long as the
gluon distribution is well localized compared to the photon
distribution, it is not an important factor as the many exper-
iments that measure σeff 
 15 mb in pp collisions confirm.
We leave this potentially interesting aspect for further, more
quantitative, investigations elsewhere.

In Fig. 3, we present the DPS cc̄bb̄ production cross sec-
tions at two distinct energies,

√
s = 5.02 TeV at the LHC and

39.4 TeV, corresponding to the planned measurements at the
Future Circular Collider (or FCC). Here, the cross section is
taken to be differential in yc (left panel) and yb (right panel),
while integrated in yc̄ and yb̄, respectively. As we know from

Fig. 3 The DPS cc̄bb̄ production cross section in AA UPCs at typical LHC (
√
s = 5.02 TeV) and FCC (

√
s = 39.4 TeV) energies as a function

of c-quark rapidity at fixed b-quark rapidity (left panel) and as a function of b-quark rapidity at fixed c-quark rapidity (right panel)
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Fig. 4 The atomic mass dependence of the total DPS cross section in
the AA UPCs at

√
s = 5.02 TeV relative to that in pA UPCs. Here,

the projectile lead nucleus is adopted while A of the target nucleus is
a variable quantity corresponding to the parameterisations provided by
the EPPS16 nuclear PDFs

earlier studies in Ref. [30], the considered DPS cross sections
can not be obtained by a simple rescaling of the correspond-
ing SPS cross sections that makes our result nontrivial and
important. Confirming this interpretation, the shape of the
cross section as a function of the first quark rapidity changes
as we vary the second quark rapidity. Additionally, since the
behavior of the gluon and the photon distributions are dif-
ferent with x and ξ , respectively, we observe that the cross
section at central rapidities grows with quark rapidity.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we present our prediction for the A depen-
dence of the total DPS cross section in the Pb + A UPCs at√
s = 5.02 TeV relative to that in Pb + p UPCs. Here, Pb

denotes the projectile nucleus as a source of the di-photon
flux, while A corresponds to the target nucleus and is varied in
our analysis. Similarly to the definition of the nuclear modifi-
cation factor, this ratio is taken to be normalised to A. Table 1
represents the values for the integrated DPS cross section (in
nb) divided by target atomic number A for different values of
A. We observe an approximately linear enhancement of this
ratio in A at large A, in overall consistency with simulations
of the inclusive DPS cross section off proton versus nuclear
targets found recently in Ref. [13]. However, the growth in
UPCs is steeper, since here the target gluons are probed by
projectile photons that are more spread than projectile gluons
and thus are more dependent on the size of target.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we present the first analysis of the double heavy-
quark pair cc̄bb̄ production in AA UPCs as a further devel-
opment of our previous work [30] studying such process in
pA UPCs.

We extended to UPCs the idea, already used in studies of
inclusive production, of splitting the cross section into two
parts: the first in which the photons interact with different
nucleons in the nucleus (and therefore the two target gluons
are not correlated) and the second in which the photons inter-
act with two (correlated) gluons from the same nucleon. The
latter is an important effect, and such correlations in the two-
gluon distribution is a hot topic in the inclusive production
off the proton target.

As a result, for the first time we have computed the effec-
tive cross section in AA UPCs, i.e., two photon–two gluon
double-parton scattering (DPS). As the photon impact param-
eter distribution depends on the photon energy in a non neg-
ligible way, this quantity does exhibit a certain variation on
longitudinal momentum fractions ξ1,2 for each incident pho-
ton. We observe an absolute minimum in the effective UPC
cross section when ξ1 = ξ2 ≈ 0.013 in the case of lead
nucleus, when the photons are mostly localised in a shell
around the projectile nucleus of width roughly of the size of
the target nucleus.

We made predictions for the PbPb DPS UPC cross sec-
tion at two different energies (LHC and FCC) as a functions
of both quark rapidities yc and yb. The shape of the cross
section as a function of the first quark rapidity changes as
we vary the second quark rapidity, contrary to the case in
which the effective cross section is just a constant. If the data
confirm this behaviour, this would be conclusive signature of
the pocket formula not having a constant σAA

eff as indicated
by our calculations.

Taking the lead nucleus as the projectile and varying the
target nucleus A, we see a steep rise of the UPC DPS produc-
tion cross section. This is a stronger rise than the one found
in the inclusive AA case. In short, this means that multiple
parton interactions in UPCs happen much more often that
in the inclusive case. For instance, when comparing the lead
and proton targets, we obtain a factor of about 44 increase.
This factor gives a motivation to perform such measurements
at a larger integrated luminosity in the LHC Run 3 and, even-
tually, at the HL-LHC.

Table 1 Integrated DPS cross section (in nb) divided by target atomic number A for different values of A

A 1 4 6 9 12 27 40 56 64 108 119 184 195 197 208

σ PbA
DPS /A 1.36 3.42 3.93 5.93 7.91 13.70 19.25 24.95 27.38 38.59 41.65 54.14 56.60 57.05 59.40
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